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Four-component relativistic density functional calculations of heavy
diatomic molecules
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We perform accurate four-component calculations for heavy closed-shell diatomic molecules in the
framework of relativistic density functional theory using local and gradient corrected density
functional schemes. As examples we have chosen Cu2 , Ag2 , Au2 , Tl2 , Pb2 , Bi2 , and Pt2 . The
potential energy curves show the quality, and the discrepancies of the density functionals
unscreened from any approximation of the relativistic effects. ©2000 American Institute of
Physics.@S0021-9606~00!31105-9#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Besides a large number of nonrelativistic calculations
diatomic molecules, several calculations exist where rela
istic effects are taken into account in various approximatio
An older review is given in the book by Mulliken an
Ermler,1 whereas the books of Balasubramanian2,3 reviews
nonrelativistic as well as relativistic results especially for
atomic molecules. An experimental review on mainly d
atomic molecules is given by Morse in Ref. 4.

From a general point of view, it is clear that only fou
component relativistic calculations in combination with lar
multiconfiguration Dirac–Fock~MCDF-!, configuration in-
teraction, coupled cluster- or sophisticated density functio
procedures will lead to good results in molecular calcu
tions.

Reviewing the literature for molecular calculations co
sidering relativistic effects in different kind of approxima
tions, one can roughly classify them into two groups. In
first group more effort is put into the correlation pa
whereas a good description of the relativistic effects is be
undertaken in the second group.

There are a large number of calculations in which
relativistic effects are just incorporated via relativistic effe
tive core potentials. Schwerdtfeger5 and Danovichet al.6

then proceed with correlation calculations up to the qua
relativistic CI with singles and doubles~triples! @QCISD~T!#
level. GAUSSIAN 92 calculations with correlation on the MP
level are done by Glukhovtsevet al.,7 where again pseudo
potentials are used to include the relativistic effects; he
spin-orbit corrections are at least added perturbatively.

a!Permanent address: Fachbereich Physik, Universita¨t Kassel, D-34109 Kas-
sel, Germany.

b!Electronic mail: varga@fy.chalmers.se
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most extensive work in this respect has been done by B
subramanian and co-workers, who also use effective c
potentials but spin-orbit integrals are partially taken into a
count and a CI calculation is added using different outerm
wave functions. A good review of their procedure, as well
others to handle relativistic effects in molecular calculatio
can also be found in the book by Balasubramanian.2 Ex-
amples which fit in this discussion here are Refs. 8–10
purely perturbative approach for the relativistic effects us
the Cowan–Griffith operator is used by Kelloet al.,11 who
do calculations on heavy elements-hydrides with MBPT
the correlation. Here, no spin-orbit effects are included. T
same is true for a one-component relativistic calculat
based on the Douglas–Kroll transformation of Kaldor a
Hess,12 who apply a sophisticated coupled-cluster approa
to AuH.

To the second group belongs the work of Matsuoka13

who does a full Dirac–Fock calculation for linear molecule
respectively, Dirac–Fock–Roothaan calculations plus an
ditional density functional calculation to account for the co
relation part.14 With a four-component Dirac–Fock method
Dyall et al.15,16 have clearly demonstrated the influence
relativistic effects on the energy eigenvalues as well as
wave functions in molecular calculations. Recent fully re
tivistic CI results on diatomic molecules exist from Quine
et al., as well as17 Dirac–Fock–CCSD coupled-cluster sing
double calculations from de Jonget al.18,19

A promising and widely used alternative to calcula
ground-state properties is offered by relativistic density fu
tional theory ~RDFT!, which includes both relativistic and
correlation effects. Very extensive studies of relativistic
fects on molecules have been done by the Amsterdam g
by van Lentheet al.20 Within their zeroth-order regular ap
proximation ~ZORA! method,21 in which relativity is taken
into account partially concerning the treatment of the kine
9 © 2000 American Institute of Physics
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energy, they discuss the influence of spin-orbit splitting
closed-shell diatomic molecules. We further mention
work of Mayer et al.,22 which is based on the additiona
approximation of neglecting the spin-orbit coupling. This
often called the scalar relativistic approximation. Th
mainly focus on gold clusters and gold compounds. Beca
in the element gold the onter 6s electron is strongly influ-
enced by relativistic effects but does not exhibit spin-or
splitting, their method is appropriate and works well.23 ~An
up-to-date review of the various methods of relativistic d
scriptions of molecules can be found in Ref. 2 and result
Ref. 3.!

In this paper, we go one step further; we use a fo
component relativistic molecular description with the new
form of the relativistic density functionals.41,24,25We apply
this method to heavy diatomic molecules and compare th
to previous results. We have chosen Au2 and the homologues
Ag2 and Cu2 as molecules which are governed by the l
s-electron, Tl2 , Pb2 , and Bi2 , whose binding mainly results
from the lastp-electrons, which are strongly influenced b
relativistic effects~especially spin-orbit splitting! and Pt2 as
an example of ad-element.

Our work represents the first density functional calcu
tions where relativity is completely taken into account so t
the discrepancies with respect to the experimental results
be fully credited to the approximation of the density fun
tionals.

We briefly outline our method in Sec. II. In Sec. III w
discuss the computational details. We apply this method
the heavy diatomic molecules mentioned above and dis
and compare the results with other calculations in Sec.
Finally, in Sec. V we give a summary and conclusions.

II. METHOD

Our method is based on the RDFT, which may be s
tematically derived from quantum electrodynamics.26–28Ne-
glecting the minorly important contributions from the spat
components of the four currentj n(r )5( j 0,j ), the basic in-
gredient of RDFT is the single-particle densityn(r )5 j 0,
which may be expressed by a set ofN discrete four-
component auxiliary orbitalsck(r )

n~r !5 (
2mc2,ek<eF

ck
†~r !ck~r !, ~1!

where we have restricted ourselves to the no-pair approxi
tion. The total energy may then be written as

E@n#5Ts1Eext@n#1EH@n#1Exc@n#. ~2!

Here, the first term is the kinetic energy~we use atomic
units throughout!,

Ts5 (
2mc2,ek<eF

E d3 rck
†~r !

3@2 ica•“1~b21!mc2#ck~r !, ~3!

the second is the interaction energy of the electrons with
nuclei, the third the direct electron–electron interaction
ergy, and the last term the exchange-correlation energy.
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ing the representation of the density~1! the total energy can
be calculated by solving the relativistic Kohn–Sham eq
tions

~@2 ica•“1~b21!mc2#

1vext~r !1vH~r !1vxc~r !)ck5ekck , ~4!

with the interaction potential of the electrons with th
nuclear chargesZa ,

vext~r !52(
a

Zae2

uRa2r u
, ~5!

the Hartree potential

vH~r !5e2E n~r 8!

ur2r 8u
dr 8, ~6!

and the exchange-correlation potential

vxc~r !5
dExc@n#

dn~r !
. ~7!

In our work we apply the relativistic local density approx
mation ~RLDA! for Exc ~utilizing the Vosko–Wilk–Nusair
parametrization29 for correlation! to achieve self-consistency
Nonlocal corrections, for which the relativistic form
~RGGA!25 of Becke’s generalized gradient approximatio
~GGA! for exchange~B88!30 and the Perdew~P86!31 func-
tional for correlation is used, are then evaluated pertur
tively.

In our linear combination of atomic orbitals~LCAO! ap-
proach the molecular wave functionsck

MO(r ) are expanded
in four-component relativistic atomic Dirac spinorsjm

nkm(r )

ck
MO~r !5 (

mnkm
ckm

nkmjm
nkm~r !;

~8!

jm
nkm~r !5

1

r S f m
nk~r !Yk

m~V!

igm
nk~r !Y2k

m ~V! D .

The superscriptsn, k, m denote the main-, the Dirac- and th
~half-integer! magnetic quantum number, respectively. A
matrix elements are computed numerically on a thr
dimensional point mesh with the very accurate multicen
integration scheme of te Velde and Baerends.32 Details of the
molecular calculations can also be found in Refs. 33–35

III. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

As already discussed in our previous publication,35 we
have included all relativistic corrections resulting from t
kinematics of the electrons~Dirac kinetic energy! and the
photons~retarded Breit corrections to the Hartree and e
change energy!. On the other hand, we have neglected
typical quantum electrodynamical effects, i.e., all con
quences of the creation of virtual electron–positron pa
~compare the discussion in Ref. 28!, as well as the correc
tions due to the finite nuclear size.

Concerning the Breit corrections, it seems necessar
emphasize that for the dimers considered here the sp
components of the four-current~1! vanish~due to the closed-
shell structure!. As a consequence, there are no Breit con
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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3501J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 112, No. 8, 22 February 2000 Relativistic DFT for diatomics
butions to the Hartree energy and potential. However,
does not imply that the corresponding contributions to
exchange-correlation functional vanish as well. In fact,
xc functionals used in our work contain Breit corrections.
order to check their impact on the molecular results, we h
performed a calculation for the gold dimer with the tran
verse component ofExc explicitly set to zero. This results in
a difference of 0.04 eV in the RLDA binding energy~at an
internuclear separation of 4.7 a.u.—the equilibrium d
tance!. For the gold atom, on the other hand, the transve
Hartree energy does not vanish. Its absolute size of 0.*
10** ~26! a.u., however, is marginal, so we have neglec
this contribution throughout.

Concerning the electrodynamical effects, it was poin
out in a systematic study by Pyykko¨ and Labzowsky36 that
their impact on the valence orbital energy~as a measure o
the ionization potential! of gold amounts to only 1%–2% o
the kinematic relativistic correction, i.e., 0.05 eV in absolu
numbers. One would expect them to be similarly small
molecular binding properties. They are even smaller for
lighter elements considered in our work, of course.

Furthermore, as it was shown by the same authors
also by Mayeret al.,22 the introduction of extended nuclei i
molecular structure calculations has no significant impact
the molecular properties.

Consequently, in view of the overall level of accuracy
0.1 eV at which we aim and compared with the remain
uncertainties in the presently available xc functionals,
omission of electrodynamical and finite nuclear size effe
seems highly justified.

One of the major problems in all our calculations un
now was the computation of the Hartree potential, which w
treated in an optimized monopole approximation.37,33 We
now have improved this approximation. Also, dipole a
quadrupole parts of the Hartree potential are taken into
count, which is correct for systems up to opens, p, and d
shells. Details of the actual formulation are given in the A
pendix.

The basis sets which we use in our calculations may
divided into two parts, a minimal basis set and an exten
basis. The first one consists of all occupied four-compon
wave functions of the neutral atoms. As an example, for g
the minimal basis set is defined as 1s1/2 to 6s1/2. In a first
step, we calculate the total energy curve with this minim
basis set. To be more complete in the molecular calculati
we proceed as follows: At a fixed internuclear separat
~minimum of the total energy!, which is observed by the
minimal basis-set calculation, we successively add b
functions of the next few unoccupied orbitals from ioniz
atoms. In this second step, we perform molecular calc
tions at this fixed internuclear distance with each of th
new basis functions until we find the minimum of the to
energy as function of the degree of ionization, which sh
these additional orbitals towards the molecular binding
gion. This procedure is continued with the next addition
atomic function until no change in the total energy is o
served anymore. The degree of ionization lies typically in
range of12 to 110. In all practical cases here, the additi
of further unoccupiedp1/2, p3/2, d3/2, d5/2, and f 5/2, f 7/2,
Downloaded 06 Oct 2003 to 141.51.23.78. Redistribution subject to AI
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wave functions was sufficient. For the coinage metals a
platinum we have used, the (1s–ns) wave functions as a
minimal set and then(p1/2,p3/2,d3/2,d5/2) wave functions as
an extended basis set (n54,5,6 for Cu, Ag, Pt, and Au,
respectively!. In the case of Tl2 , Pb2 , and Bi2 , the minimal
set consists of the occupied atomic (1s– 6p) wave functions,
while the extended basis was constructed by slightly ioni
6d and 5f wave functions. In order to check the complet
ness of the basis, we have added, in the case of the
dimer, the 5f (5/2, f 7/2) wave functions to the optimized bas
set. We observed no change in the total energy compa
with the extended (6p,6d) basis. Finally, we have recalcu
lated the complete total energy curves with this optimiz
basis set.

In all our molecular calculations, we use the RLDA
the self-consistent solution of the Kohn-Sham equations~4!
and then add in the gradient correction as a perturbat
This procedure saves a lot of time because one does not
to calculate the second derivatives of the density. And, m
important, it does not lead to a considerable error because
difference between a full self-consistent field~SCF! calcula-
tion including the RGGA correction and a perturbative tre
ment is very small~less than 0.01 eV!, as already pointed ou
by Mayeret al.22 and van Lentheet al.20

To obtain the molecular binding energies, we have
subtract the total energies of all atomic species in the m
ecule. This is done either via a direct molecular calculation
large internuclear distances or directly from separate ato
calculations in their ground states. Of course, we are w
aware of the fact that not for every case do these ato
calculations lead to the correct physical value. Due to
density functional approach, one arrives at the average of
multiplet energy of the atom and not at the true ground s
which is the reference in every experimental value. Thus,
perform in principle the same procedure which was d
scribed in detail by van Lentheet al.20 in their paper. But, in
contrast to them we are in a better position because we a
at our four-component relativistic calculations at t
j j -coupled atomic ground states. Luckily enough, for t
molecules which we are calculating here we only have to
this level-averaging procedure in the case of Pt2 , where the
correction is just 0.04 eV for one Pt atom. In all other cas
we automatically converge to the atomic ground state inj j
coupling. Finally, we remark that our atomic ground-sta
energies have been evaluated with the same purely den
dependent approximations forExc used in the molecular cal
culations, thus neglecting the current contributions toExc .
However, while the spatial components ofj n vanish for the
dimers considered here, the unpaired valences-electron leads
to a nonzero three-current in the case of the Ib eleme
reflecting the electron’s spin. In nonrelativistic DFT this sp
is usually taken into account via the spin-density depend
forms of the LDA or GGA which lower the atomic ground
state energy. Unfortunately, no current-dependent relativi
generalizations of these functionals are available~apart from
the LDA exchange!, so we have neglectedj. As a conse-
quence, our atomic ground-state energies are somew
higher than the energies corrected for this spin/current c
tribution, so that the corresponding dissociation energies
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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slightly overestimated~compare Ref. 35!. It should be em-
phasized, on the other hand, that the values for the equ
rium distances and frequencies are not affected by the tr
ment of the atomic reference energy. Work concerning
point is in progress.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Using the procedure described in Secs. II and III,
have calculated the various closed-shell diatomic molec
of heavy elements mentioned above. In Fig. 1 we presen
potential energy curves for the Ib-element diatomic m
ecules Cu2 , Ag2 , and Au2 . For every molecule the lower o
the corresponding curves shows the RLDA results and
upper are our final RGGA result, respectively. Figure
shows the potential energy curves for Tl2 , Pb2 , and Bi2 . In
order not to complicate these figures, we do not include h
the nonrelativistic curves, which were already discussed
the literature for all of these diatomic molecules.38,39,5,37The
direct relativistic effect was smallest for Cu2 with 1 eV,
whereas it was nearly 2.5 eV for Bi2 .

At first, one clearly can see in both figures that the p
tential energy curves go to zero for very large internucl
distances, not only for the 6s-electron bound system Au2 but
also, e.g., for the 6p3-electron molecule Bi2 , as discussed
above. The potential energy curve for Au2 is very smooth,

FIG. 1. The potential energy curves of the three diatomic molecules C2 ,
Ag2 , and Au2 from our four-component relativistic density functional ca
culation in the RLDA and RGGA approximation.
Downloaded 06 Oct 2003 to 141.51.23.78. Redistribution subject to AI
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whereas the Bi2 potential energy curve has two kinks, th
first at about 6.7 a.u. and the second around 9 to 10 a.u.
may be due to an avoided crossing with another state wh
in j j coupling can be constructed from 6p1/2

2 6p3/2
1 with the

same total angular momentum as the ground state; at abo
to 10 a.u. they cross again. This behavior is nearly in f
accordance with Fig. 2 in Ref. 9.

To see the contributions from the RGGA correction, w
also present the RLDA potential energy curves without
gradient correction in both figures. It should be noted h
also that for the diatomic molecules which are dominan
bound by thes-electrons the total energy has non-negligib
components from the dipole and quadrupole potential te
which are now included in our calculations and which we
missing in our last publication.35 This contribution arises
mainly from the lower-lyingd-orbitals which in the molecu-
lar calculation are not fully occupied anymore. This leads
a change in the potential energy curve of 0.4 eV for Cu2 to
0.6 eV for Au2 . For thed-electron bound molecule Pt2 , this
effect is already 1 eV, but for the 6p-element dimers it is
only 0.15 to 0.3 eV. A more detailed discussion about
quality of the multipolar expansion is given at the end of t
Appendix.

As can be seen in Figs. 1 and 2, the GGA contribut
shifts the minimum of the potential energy curves to larg
internuclear separations, but improves the bond energy c
siderably. The results for the spectroscopic constants of

FIG. 2. The potential energy curves of the three diatomic molecules T2 ,
Pb2 , and Bi2 from our four-component relativistic density functional calc
lation in the RLDA and RGGA approximation.
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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3503J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 112, No. 8, 22 February 2000 Relativistic DFT for diatomics
coinage metal dimers Cu2 , Ag2 , and Au2 are summarized in
Table I. This table also includes the full original informatio
concerning the experimental values with error bars. We co
pare our new results with a few representative relativis
calculations of other authors as well as the experiment. D
to the fact that our calculations handle the relativistic p
correctly, we should expect that our results fit the experim
tal values best. But, this is not the case. The results of
Lenthe40,20 are closer to the experiment, although th
ZORA-GGA method still uses a number of approximatio
in the treatment of the relativistic effects. On the other ha
the density functionals used are identical, B88 for the
change and P86 for correlation. Of course the discrepan
are not too big, but our values for the bond length are c
sistently too large with an increasing trend towards
heavier elements. On the other hand, the binding energie
too strong with an decreasing trend for heavier elements

The same general trend can also be seen in Table
which summarizes the results for four elements in the sa
row in the periodic table: Tl2 , Pb2 , Bi2 , and Pt2 . The first
three 6p-elements are dominated by relativistic effects
cluding the spin-orbit splitting, whereas Pt2 should be only
moderately relativistic.~The first three were also studied
an earlier work.34! Due to relatively large error bars an
different values in the experimental data, all four diatom
molecules show reasonably good agreement for the bond
ergies. But again, the bond length is always slightly over
timated. An exception is Tl2 , whose bond length is largel
overestimated, but this can be understood due to the
weak binding and flat potential energy curve of this m
ecule. In addition, one should have in mind that the exp
mental values for this molecule are not known accurately
all. Again, the result of van Lenthe for Bi2 is astonishingly
accurate, whereas the other theoretical predictions have
crepancies similar to our results.

This unexpected behavior that our results are not as g

TABLE I. Bond energies and bond lengths of the lb-element diatomic m
ecules Cu2 , Ag2 , and Au2 in comparison to some results of other relativist
calculations as well as the experimental values.

Mol. Ref. Methoda Re (a.u.) De (eV) v ~cm21!

Cu2 40 ZORA-GGA 4.18 2.19 272
this work 4-comp. RGGA 4.23 2.59 263
4 exp. 4.19 2.0160.08 266

Ag2 42 MP2 4.72 2.1 214
40 ZORA-GGA 4.84 1.71 183
this work 4-comp. RGGA 4.91 2.02 181

exp. 4.79b 1.6560.03c 192d

Au2 47 CASSCF-MRSDCI 2.0
5 QCISD~T! 4.80 1.99
40 ZORA-GGA 4.76 2.26 174
20 ZORA-GGA 4.75 2.31 178
this work 4-comp. RGGA 4.88 2.50 169
48 exp. 4.67 2.2960.02e 191

aThe explanations of the abbreviations are found in the references.
bReference 43.
cReference 44.
dReference 45.
eReference 46.
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as the results of van Lentheet al.20 can only be understood in
the way that the omission of parts of the relativistic effects
their ZORA approximation just cancels at least parts of
errors which still are present in the density functiona
These were used identically in their calculations, as well
in ours. We, on the other hand, use a relativistic fo
component all-electron method. Here, all of the direct a
indirect relativistic effects including spin-orbit splitting ar
included. In addition, we should mention that we do not ne
any type of atomic corrections for the atoms calculated h
~besides Pt!, as was explained in Sec. III. Because of t
general quality of the relativistic treatment in our calcu
tions, we are sure that in our results we finally directly s
the deficiencies of the GGAs of Becke30 and Perdew,31

which are frequently used in DFT calculations nowada
~Refs. 20 and 22 as examples!, but which were screened b
the partial neglect of relativistic effects up to now. Thus,
improvement of the density functionals seems to be essen

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

In this paper we have presented the first results for
calculation of potential energy curves for heavy diatom
molecules in a four-component relativistic density function
approach. The exchange and correlation contributions w
approximated using the best known relativistic density fu
tionals. The resulting binding energies still show a few ten
of an eV discrepancy compared to the experimental valu
The bond distances calculated with the RGGA come out
to 5% larger~with the exception of Tl2) than for the RLDA.
We believe that it is essential to perform this kind of fou
component calculation because the relativistic effe
strongly increase for even heavier elements. Not only d
the spin-orbit coupling split the single-particle energies b

l-TABLE II. Bond energies and bond lengths of the diatomic molecules T2 ,
Pb2 , Bi2 , and Pt2 in comparison to some results of other relativistic calc
lations as well as the experimental values.

Mol. Ref. Methoda Re (a.u.) De (eV) v ~cm21!

Tl2 49 REP MC-SCF 6.69 0.37 39
this work 4-comp. RGGA 6.88 0.70 61
50 exp. '5.7 0.4360.04 78
51 exp. ~5.2! 0.6360.15 136

Pb2 52 REP-RCI 5.61 0.88 103
this work 4-comp. RGGA 5.83 1.00 100
53 exp. 5.54b '1.0 110b

54 exp. 0.8260.06 119

Bi2 9 CASSCF-FOCI 5.22 1.88 151
20 2-comp. DFT 5.07 1.98 174
this work 4-comp. RGGA 5.27 2.26 142
55 exp. 5.03 2.04 173

Pt2 10 CASSCF-FOCI 4.64 '2.0 189
this work 4-comp. RGGA 4.52 3.94 234
57 exp. ~4.42!c 3.71 259

exp. 3.1460.02d 217e

aThe explanations of the abbreviations are found in the references.
bReference 56.
cAssumption in Reference 57.
dReference 58.
eReference 59.
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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the radial parts of the large and small components of the
spinors also show an increasingly different radial and an
lar behavior, which in turn influences the other wave fun
tions due to self-consistent effects. If these effects are
taken into account in a correct way, one will not obtain go
results for molecules with heavier constituents. This sta
ment is probably already true for the three 6p-element di-
atomic molecules which we have calculated here.

Of course, we are well aware that correlation effe
would be handled better within a full CI treatment, whic
then also allows as to calculate excited states for spec
scopic purposes. Both effects are equally important in
region of the 6p-elements, but relativistic effects becom
much stronger for even heavier elements. So, all the ef
should be invested in bringing both methods together.

The results presented in this paper shows the qua
deficiency of the density functional approximations u
screened from any kind of relativistic approximations. Th
could be a guide for the development of better density fu
tionals.
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APPENDIX

In this section we describe our improved calculati
scheme for the Hartree potential. The Hartree energyEH@n#
can be written as

EH@n#5
1

2 E d3r E d3r 8
n~r !n~r 8!

ur 2r 8u

5
1

2 E d3r n~r !vH~r !. ~A1!

Here, the Hartree potential is given by

vH~r !5E d3r 8
n~r 8!

ur2r 8u
. ~A2!

Since we use a numerical 3D integration procedure, the c
putation of~A2! would be too time consuming. To avoid th
problem and nevertheless calculatevH(r ) with sufficient ac-
curacy, several suggestions have been made.60,61 The basic
idea is to introduce an auxiliary densityñ(r ), which fits the
‘‘true’’ density n(r ), Eq. ~1!, and allows one to simplify the
calculation of the Hartree potential

n~r !5ñ~r !1Dn~r !→vH~r !5 ṽH~r !1DvH~r !. ~A3!

From a general point of view, no special assumptio
about the origin of the auxiliary density have to be ma
Usually it is convenient to obtain this densityñ(r ) by a
least-square fit to the true densityn(r ),

E d3r ~n~r !2ñ~r !!25E d3r Dn~r !Dn~r !5min. ~A4!
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An alternative scheme was proposed by Dunlapet al.60 In-
sertion ofn(r ) andvH(r ) into Eq. ~A1! gives

~A5!

Here, the last termEH
II represents the self-interaction ener

of the difference densityDn(r ), which is of second order in
Dn(r ). Of course, omission of this term would lead to a
error in the total energy. However, one can minimize t
error by requiring

EH
II ~Dn~r !!5

1

2 E d3r Dn~r !DvH~r !5min. ~A6!

Before proceeding, we specify the nature of the auxilia
densityñ. In a multipolar expansion, we make the ansatz

ñ~r !5 (
i

Natom

(
j

M i

(
l 50

L j

(
m52 l

m5 l

Qjm
il f i

j~r i !Ylm~V i !

5:(
k

qkgk~r !. ~A7!

Here,i runs over all atoms~symmetry equivalent centers!, f i
j

represents thejth basis function of the centeri @i.e., the ab-
solute squares of the radial parts of the atomic wave fu
tions f nk,gnk of ~8!# and runs over all orbitals of interes
The Ylm(V) are the spherical harmonics. The coefficien
Qjm

il ~or the qk in a simpler form! may be considered a
‘‘occupation numbers.’’ After insertion of~A7! into ~A6!
and minimization with respect to the coefficientsqk , we ob-
tain the following linear system of equations:

^nugp&5(
k

qk^gpuvk&. ~A8!

wherep, k run over all basis fit functions. Here,vk denotes
the potential function

vk~r !5E d3r 8
gk~r 8!

ur2r 8u
. ~A9!

In addition, the auxiliary density should conserve the to
charge of the molecule

Nel5(
k

qkE gk~r !d3r . ~A10!

This constraint is introduced in~A8! by a Lagrange factorl.
In a more compact form, we can write for~A8!

bp5(
k

qkApk2lE gk~r !d3r , ~A11!
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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wherebpª^nugp& andApkª^gpuvk& on the right-hand side
of Eq. ~A8!. As a result, from~A11! we obtain the occupa
tions ~fit coefficients! qk and thus the auxiliary density~A7!.
The Hartree potentialṽH(r ) is determined by insertion o
~A7! into the standard one center multipolar expansion f
mula

ṽH~r !5(
i j lm

Qjm
il 4p

2l 11

1

r i
l 11 Ylm~V i !F E

0

r i
dr8 r 8 l f j

i ~r i8!

1r i
2l 11E

r i

`

dr8
1

r 8 l 11 f j
i ~r 8!G . ~A12!

Despite the fact that we do not explicitly evaluate t
self energyEH

II , this term is used by~A6! to determine the
Hartree potential as well as possible. That means that
error induced by the omission ofEH

II in the total energy cal-
culation is minimized.

However, an accurate Hartree potential depends on
ansatz~A7!, i.e., which type of functions are taken into a
count. Up to now we only used monopole-type functions.
an example, for the Au2 molecule the radial wave function
1s1/2 to 6s1/2 of neutral atoms, which define a minimal bas
set and in addition the 6p1/2,3/2and 6d3/2,5/2basis functions of
slightly ionized atoms were taken into account in the mo
pole part of the multipolar expansion (L j50). In this work
we extend our method. For allnp andnd functions in~A7!
the dipole and quadrupole parts are calculated, respectiv
In contrast to former implementations, in which well-defin
but mesh-dependent fit functions were used,61 we consider
our atomic basis functions to be more physical and there
appropriate for a multipolar expansion. In addition, thep and
d functions can be determined in such a way that they rep
duce the multipolar moments of the molecular charge d
sity. This can be taken into account as a further constrain
~A8!. Unfortunately, multipoles higher than quadrupoles
currently not available.

In order to check whether the angular momentum exp
sion ~A12! for the Hartree potential is converged, we ha
analyzed the dependence of the dissociation energy on
maximum angular momentumLH in the expansion. In the
following we consider Ag2 , Au2 , and Bi2 in more detail. For
the full orbital basis~includingd-states in the case of Au an
Ag. f-states for Bi! we have, starting with the monopole ter
(LH50), successively switched on the dipole (LH51) and
quadrupole (LH52) components of the Hartree potential a
performed molecular calculations near the equilibrium d
tance. The resulting binding energies are presented in T
III. For Ag2 and Bi2 no significant changes in the bindin
energy are observed when going from the dipole to the qu

TABLE III. Values for the RLDA binding energy~eV! for the molecules
Ag2 , Au2 , and Bi2 for a fixed internuclear separation near the equilibriu
distance in dependence of the multipolar expansion of the Hartree pote

Ag2 Au2 Bi2

LH50 22.84 23.65 22.98
LH51 22.47 23.25 22.80
LH52 22.45 23.01 22.79
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rupole expansion, explicitly indicating convergence of t
multipole expansion. On the other hand, convergence is
obvious for the gold dimer, for which the quadrupole ener
is comparatively large. The different relative importance
the quadrupole component can be understood if one look
the atomic valence eigenvalues listed in Table IV. In t
bismuth atom the 5d orbitals are energetically clearly sep
rated from the more weakly bound 6s and 6p orbitals, so
that the 5d orbitals do not really participate in the binding
the density of the closed 5d subshell also remains essential
spherical~with respect to the nucleus! in the molecule. Thus,
its contribution to the Hartree potential is well described
the monopole termLH50. Thus, whileLH51 is required for
the Hartree potential of the 6p-orbitals, the quadrupole con
tribution in the Hartree potential is negligible. In the sam
way, one can argue for silver that the 4d orbitals do not
significantly contribute to the binding, so that here again
quadrupole term in the Hartree potential is much less imp
tant than the dipole term. In contrast to these two molecu
the 5d and 6s valence orbitals in the gold atom exhibit ne
degeneracy and the 5d electrons are relevant for the molec
lar bond, introducing a quadrupole pattern in the molecu
valence density. Consequently, the quadrupole contribu
in the Hartree potential is sizable~'0.2 eV!. However, ex-
tending this argument to higher orders, the multipoleLH

53 should not give any further correction as the 4f -subshell
remains spherical in Au2—this is supported by the fact tha
inclusion of additionalf functions in the orbital basis doe
not affect the results~see Sec. III!.
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